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The article provides a model derived from LES to predict turbulent wind turbine wake
dynamics, applied at two downstream locations within a long row. The model is built in a
reduced parameter space denoting that the thrust coefficient indirectly encapsulates the
effects of numerous other parameters of the flow, such as atmospheric turbulence
intensity, spacing of the farm, etc. Proper orthogonal decomposition is employed to build
the predictive and stochastic model.

Reasoning for why the model is relevant to the community and the general description of
the methods are well described in the article. I believe the article is of importance and can
benefit future turbulence modeling and recommend the article for publication with
revisions based on the points outlined.

Specific comments:

Figure 2a – I believe the y axis (z/z0) should be nondimensional. 

It is unclear how many snapshots are used for the POD, is it all 131,072 at 10Hz?

Why are 50 modes used for reconstruction? How much energy is associated with those 50
modes?

Why do the authors present the variance of the model time series in lieu of the
eigenvalues? It is noted that the decreasing trends are similar but do the trends between



the cases show similar results as well? For the near and far-downstream turbines? 

Is there any reasoning for the skew of the PDFs for the first few modes of the farther
downstream turbine and in turn, why this is not captured in the model?

Specific corrections:

Line 20: captures –> capture

Line 22: particular –> particularly

Line 62: of model by –> of the model by

Line 229: arise, particular between –> arise, in particular between

Line 248: values affects –> values affect
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